
Our Glass
 

Bent Slump/cast glass shower enclosure - Slump/cast glass is significantly less difficult to

maintain and keep clean then typical glass. This is one particular of the causes why this

glass is so well-known for showers. Thanks to our decades of knowledge and our in-home

slumping and casting facility, we can manufacture a bath or shower enclosure that is custom

made just for you and sure to stand the test of time. And if you happen to be after one thing

added special, we have other options out there including ColorFuse technologies and

sandblasting/etching. Combining style and function, our variety of steady bars supply further

assistance for your AQATA item. 
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Lots of persons who visit our bathroom showroom in Leeds do tend to upgrade to the larger
size, purely because of the noticeable difference in really feel and excellent. These sizes are
typically best for hinged shower doors or sliding shower doors. Send your inquiry directly to
usSend your inquiry to our excellent high-quality Customized acid etched frosted tempered
interior shower door glass manufacturer solutions. They are suitable for bathrooms exactly
where it is quick to repair the plumbing beneath the floor. The waste and plumbing pipes for a
shower enclosure are fairly big and it is only by hiding them under the floor that such a low
profile shower tray can be applied. Bifold shower doors open into the showering location with
a folding action. 

Modern Frameless Glass Walls For Your Bathroom
 
Pine cast / slump glass shower panel - A lot of folks like to personalize their properties to fit
their surrounding. Sandblasted Shower enclosure - This deep carved sandblasted shower is
certain to make your bathroom more stunning. Sandblasting and etching is a further popular
art medium to personalize your space. Because every single piece of custom glass we
generate is manufactured specifically to your design requirements, we are capable to create
anything that is uniquely tailored to your space and your design ethos. 
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Featuring mirror polished finish brackets and/or hinges for a completely frameless appear.
Walls, floors and shower trays have to be completely level and accurate. Due to the nature of
this fixing option, AQATA’s Survey & Installation service is expected. Further charges could
apply – see web page 122 of our brochure for a lot more facts. WHP6CBA Continuous Hinge
for 6mm Shower Doors In all probability the most watertight hinge on the Marketplace for a
bespoke shower glass door. Welcome to Showerglass.co.uk - For all your bespoke and
custom shower elements. 

Choose Quick Cleanselect Straightforward Clean
 
AQATA’s in-property glass etching service delivers a range of gorgeous etched designs. For
a modern appear, modesty panels and all over etching can customise your enclosure and
present privacy. Luxurious, simple to clean, modern framed enclosure in 6mm tempered
safety glass. glass panel shower door were made use of to construct this 3 panel bespoke
shower enclosure. U Channel, clamps and a T configuration wall to glass help bar had been
used. Bespoke shower enclosure, utilising each U Channel and glass clamps to assure
rigidity in the design and style, glass to glass clamps made use of on the return panel, this
90deg join is sealed with silicone. 
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